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[u-bit #19200387]
17:00:15 1) MLS school building, children coming out of school, teacher
(N) Industry:
talking to students at school’s entrance, telling boy to do well on
Story of Leather
his composition, boy and little sister walking home from school,
R1 & R2
passing in front of shoe store in town, boy and girl looking at sign:
“David Johnson, Shoes Made To Order”, boy telling little sister
that their uncle could help with the composition
17:01:08
Uncle sitting with boy and helping by explaining the processing,
manufacturing and uses of leather 17:02:15
“Notice The Thousands Upon Thousands Of Tiny Fibers That Make
Up Leather. These Make It Far Stronger And Tougher Than Any
Solid Substance. And Leather Is Porous, Too, That’s Why Your
Feet Breathe In Leather Shoes.”
17:02:35
fingers pointing at piece of leather, CU fibers in piece of leather
17:03:06
LS herd of cattle, samples of brands on pieces of leather that ruin
them for making shoes, cowboys roping and branding calf with hot
[also see 1M16
iron, many cattle heading toward pen
05:30:38-05:34:49]
17:04:47
man skinning cow, sample of hide having been poorly taken off
17:05:50
men loading hides onto cart after having been salted
17:06:09
hides being soaked in lime solution at tannery
17:06:30
hides being cut in half
17:06:52
hair being removed in machine
17:07:06
flesh being removed by machine and hides being trimmed by hand
17:07:53
hides being washed
17:08:26
bark from trees being gathered and hauled from the mountains
on narrow gauge horse-drawn cars and then being transported to
tannery on train cars
17:10:05
maps of U.S. and world showing places where raw materials come from
17:11:06
bark being ground up and leached in machine
17:11:59
hides being put into vat of tannic acid
17:12:21
sample of hide before and after tanning
17:12:45
hides being removed from vat
17:13:02
hides being cleaned and trimmed
17:13:37
hides being removed from oil drums
17:13:51
shoulders and hips of hides being stretched out on machine
17:14:18
hides being dried in huge lofts
17:14:39
hides being rolled on machine
17:14:59
hides being brushed, weighed and inspected
17:15:26
hides being loaded onto train
17:15:58
piece of hide
17:16:02
CS feet of man, woman and child wearing shoes then MS family walking to auto
17:16:22
shoe salesman putting shoe on foot of woman
17:16:37
CS feet in shoes walking on city sidewalk, three women having tea and
showing off new shoes to each other
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17:17:48
17:18:11
17:18:33
17:19:26
17:19:56
17:21:07
17:21:27
17:22:06
17:22:29
17:22:47
-17:23:12

mother telling child on porch to make sure he takes off his rubbers
when he gets to school
CS hands holding and showing repaired sole of shoe
different uses of leather HA LS lines of policemen marching in parade, policemen in parade
pulling cannons, street scene with policeman walking on sidewalk
HA LS WWI soldiers marching in parade, MCSs soldiers carrying rifles marching in parade
WWI soldiers in trench with explosions and then advancing
hands holding sole brought back from Germany made of tarpaper and leather scraps
large leather belts transferring power on large machines in factory
boys coming out of front door of school and crowding around boy
opening prize of baseball shoes with cleats he won for best composition
boy bringing the gift to his uncle at store
“Fine Work, Billy Boy, I Knew Your Composition Would Win The Prize”,
“And You’ll Find That The Longer You Live The More Reasons You Can
Give, Why, NOTHING TAKES THE PLACE OF LEATHER” <intertitles>

17:23:25 2) Pigs Is Pigs (The Young Rascals? - including African-American
(N) Pigs Is Pigs -17:34:06 child) boy in group of children pretending to be searching for
From Marr
criminal taking chicken foot out of mouth of dog, sign on building:
Collection
“...Fire Department - Constabule - Hospitol - Hall Of Records Sity Jale - Sity Hall”, group of children walking off on sidewalk,
entering store and taking apples? out of basket, store clerk perplexed
about where are his apples?, one child knocking down man on sidewalk
with packages piled in his arms above his eyes, CS African-American child
looking through magnifying glass at man trying to start his auto with
crank, man shooing the children off, children entering office building
and through door marked “Stocks And Bonds”, criminals running out
of door with one dropping suitcase, dog licking up spill of liquor from
suitcase and getting drunk, children walking around in circles in
hallway, Dr. Gaul taking African-American boy into his office and
gives him laughing gas, other children entering office and doctor giving
them all laughing gas, all the children are laughing as they leave and
approach man trying to start his auto, man in frustration jumping up
and down on crank, children and dog getting onto double-decker Los
Angeles bus, one boy getting into drivers seat and driving off, real
driver seeing bus leaving and running after it, one boy on bus laughing
while playing game with himself by trying to grab finger with hand
that the finger is on, POV from bus swerving through traffic, small boy
on bus kissing small girl, dog jumping off of bus and knocking
down real bus driver who is chasing after bus, young boy leaving his
mother and sitting in middle of street, mother fainting after seeing the
danger to her boy is in, bus stopping just before hitting boy, mother
waking up and picking up her child from street, real bus driver arriving
on scene as children continue to laugh, “Moral: He Who Laughs Last
- Simply Laughs Last.”, autos in front of building <comedy> <intertitles>
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JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
17:34:18 3) Wedding Dumb Bells
(N) “Wedding Dumb
-17:55:45 [Standard] [Sunrise Comedies Presents]
Bells” R1 & R2 man dealing cards, man sleeping in cabinet tossing cards onto floor,
From Marr
man putting ice on his head, man getting into bed, woman at her house Collection
telling her father that this time tomorrow she will be married, man
pushing bed close to open window, truck with lumber sticking out
from behind backing up and lifting bed with man in it up and out off
window, truck driving on street with man in bed attached to rear,
while going up hill bed falling off of truck and sliding into front yard
where other furniture is being picked up by truck driver, man caught
on street in his pajamas and being seen by his rival in marriage, rival
telling policeman to arrest man in pajamas, chase ensuing with man
pretending to be garbage sweeper and tennis player, finally arriving
home man getting ready for his wedding, meanwhile rival looking in
newspaper for announcement of marriage, escaping from fire caused
by another man throwing lighted match on pile of discarded newspapers,
rival getting hat stuck on his head, finding horseshoe after getting hat off
and putting it in his hat, hat being magnetized, man recovering hat after
taking ladder from another man using it to climb onto shingle, (end of part one)
rival approaching woman and complaining about her marriage to another
man, father and woman off to church for wedding, man late for his
wedding after cat and kittens being found hiding in engine of his auto, rival
about to take his place in wedding ceremony, man finally arriving and
placing another woman to marry rival, man taking his bride in auto and
finding another preacher on street to marry them, “The Fellow Who Said,
‘The Path Of True Love Never Runs Smooth’ Knew What He Was Talking
About”, “The End” <comedy> <intertitles>

